Weather Satellite Launch Bingo

On March 1, 2022, the United States will be launching its latest weather satellite, called GOES-T. (GOES is short for Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite.) GOES-T is part of a group of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) satellites that keep an eye on Earth’s weather from space.

Watch the GOES-T launch broadcast online and cross off each box below when you hear any of these words mentioned. When you get a bingo, ask a grownup to share a photo of your board with us on Facebook or Twitter by tagging @SciJinks and using the hashtag #ReadyToGOES!

To play this bingo game, watch the GOES-T launch broadcast on NASA TV starting at 4:00 pm EST on March 1, 2022. You can find the broadcast here: https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/nasatv
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